Abstract
employed to construct many density surfaces. However, these smoothing methods can struggle to produce 23 good estimates for highly variable animal densities over complex topographies. For example the West coast 24 of Canada/USA (Figure 1(a) ) or the man-made palm developments off the coast of Dubai (Figure 1(b) ), 25 where the topography includes coastline and island regions. These represent unique ecosystems where 26 long-term monitoring is underway, and where accurate mapping of animal densities and environmental 27 data is of great scientific interest. regions which is purely an artefact of the distance measure.
35
There are recent alternatives to the TPS method which are designed to respect complex boundaries. 
where y is the vector of y i response data, g = (g(x 1 ), g(x 2 ), ..., g(x n )), J is a functional measuring 94 the wiggliness and · is the euclidean norm. The smoothing parameter, λ, which controls the trade-
95
off between fitting the response data and function smoothness, is typically estimated, for example, by
96
Generalised Cross Validation (GCV).
97
TPS use a radial basis function:
where 
101
Therefore, given κ, the equation for the smooth surfaceŝ at a point x i using this low rank radial basis 
where the γ k and α j are the parameters to be estimated. The boundary basis is the first part in
110
Equation 3, where a j are known cyclic cubic spline basis functions for J knots.
111
For the internal part of the smooth, a set of functions ρ(x 1 , x 2 ) are found such that they are each 
for K knots. When the boundary condition ρ k (x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 is applied, the set of basis functions for the 115 soap film smoother, g k (x 1 , x 2 ) is found. 
Geodesic Low-Rank Thin Plate Splines (GLTPS)

119
The geodesic distance between two points x i and x j in a region A, in R 2 , is the length of the shortest path is used to determine the similarity between all observations and knot locations.
123
They estimate the geodesic distance by viewing the data set of n points as a set of vertices in a graph.
124
Edges are included between every data point and its k closest data points (using Euclidean distance to 125 measure closeness). This permits calculation of a matrix of distances between the (i, j) th pair of points,
126
restricted to paths involving this set of edges. The resulting restricted inter-point distances are equal to 127 the Euclidean distance if there is an edge between them, and infinity otherwise.
128
Floyds algorithm [Floyd, 1962] is then used to establish the shortest path between points based upon 
132
The mixed model representation of low rank TPS with geodesic distances is
where matrix Z * is defined: pairs of points where the straight line distance between these pairs does not cross the boundary polygon(s).
158
In cases where the straight line between two observations is not contained within the region of interest,
159
A, a value of infinity is entered in the corresponding position of the restricted distance matrix. Floyds between two data points is not included in A, the geodesic distance is calculated using these additional 
The candidate model set is all possible combinations of knot numbers and r's. A model set, F , of 194 models with a ∆AIC c < 10 have weights calculated using
Predictions are made for model set F and a weighted sum of these is calculated to get an overall model (by 5) generated using the space-filling algorithm. As per author's recommendations, model selection was 222 performed using GCV for TPS and SOAP, AIC for GLTPS and AIC c for weights calculation for CReSS. 8). The estimation bias,b, is a vector of bias evaluationsb j at each of N points, t j (j = 1, ..., N ):
whereẑ p (t j ) is the method's estimate of the true value, z * (t j ), at replicate p (random data realisations from a surface with noise) for p = 1, ..., 100. MSE considers differences in predictions to the underlying 228 function and is calculated for out-of-set prediction locations (locations unseen by the fitting process, 229
Equation 7
). Both MSE and CV are calculated for each replicate, p:
where z(t j ) are the observed response values i.e. z * (t) j + error.
231
10-fold CV was calculated where for each iteration, 10% of the data is removed prior to fitting and 232 then used for assessing prediction. 
with q being an index providing a random sample of 90% of the data, without replacement. constructed using the definitions in Web Table 2 and the zones in Figure 9 , and was created to test the 249 performance of the method when the function changes greatly across small exclusion areas.
250
The function varies smoothly from approximately -40 to 110 and contains an island, which can give 251 rise to the reinforcement issue outlined in Section 2.4. Three test cases were generated, for evaluation 252 of the different methods, by randomly choosing n = 500 points from the surface and adding a normal and the default (10 knots) is too small in many situations, so these knot numbers were found to be the 258 best after an extensive non-exhuastive search. As for the simulation study in Section 3.1, parameter r,
259
for the CReSS method, took values between 2 and 10,000. For all methods a choice of 10 to 100 knots 260 was allowed and finalised using GCV (TPS and SOAP), AIC (GLTPS) and AIC c (CReSS). In the case of 261 SOAP these knots are for the interior soap basis.
262
Of the methods trialled, the CReSS method exhibited the lowest MSE scores at low and medium noise Table 2 used to construct the function.
is also some evidence of leakage down through the palm fronds from the hotspot at the top. As expected,
269
there was is no evidence of leakage for GLTPS, SOAP or CReSS, however, all methods (including TPS) 270 struggled to model the high and low function values to the left of the stem (Figures 11 -13 ). These 271 errors may be due to lack of coverage by the data points here or an inflexibility in knot number and/or 272 placement. GLTPS shows a good numerical fit, particularly at high noise, but exhibits some problems visually 274 due to artefacts (striations) to the upper right and left of the island. These are particularly apparent 275 on the prediction plot for medium noise (Figure 14(b) ). We consider that this is due to reinforcement 276 issues arising from the global function basis and thus while giving reasonable MSE scores, the errors are 
273
293
All of the methods showed a decent fit to the data using RSS scores, with SOAP having the best fit to the data, and CReSS having the best QAIC c score (Table 3) . However, even very minor extrapolation
295
presented some interesting problems. TPS and GLTPS both show edge effects from the use of a global 296 basis function, but the range of group size predictions for TPS is much closer to the data ( Figure 15 ).
297
GLTPS also shows some effect of reinforcement errors in the very centre of the plot. SOAP was particularlyAfter reviewing the methods in this paper, the GLTPS method cannot be used in areas with islands 316 and SOAP is hard to parameterise, particularly with increasing boundary loops. We have attempted to 317 provide the best results from all methods for comparison, frequently trialling many parameterisations -318 many more than would be reasonably expected for general use. CReSS is very simple to implement and 319 is comparable with, if not better than, other methods in all examples shown.
320
The issue of knot selection is common to all the methods seen in this paper. Here, the knots are chosen 321 using a space filling algorithm which does not necessarily allow surface flexibility in the areas it is most 322 required, particularly for the sparse killer whale test data set. In the one dimensional case, a new Spatially Web Table 1 : The benchmark function, F , is defined by region as shown. We denote the geodesic distance between two points X and Y as d(X, Y ). The leftmost red dot at co-ordinate (2,5) we denote by L. The rightmost dot at co-ordinate (14,5) we denote by R.
